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PREFACE

In cooperation with researchers in many national agricultural

research programs, CIMMYT has sought to develop procedures which help to

focus agricultural research squarely on the needs of famers. The

process involves collaboration of biological scientists and econanists to

identify the groups of famers for whan technologies are to be developed,

determining their circumstances and problems, screening this infonnation

for research opportunities, and then irrplem:mting the resulting research

program on experi.Itent stations and on the fields of representative

famers.

CJM.1YT· s Econanics Program has emphasized developing procedures for

the first stage of this process, through to establishing experi.Itents.

The evolution of, the procedures, now synthesized in a manual "Planning

Technologies Appropriate to Famers: Concepts and Procedures" has been

strongly influenced by collaborative research with many national programs

and with CIMMYT's wheat and maize training programs.

There is a need to synthesize the experiences of those working in

on-fann research in order to provide rrore detailed guidelines on

Particular concepts and issues. One example is the present paper, which

sumnarizes experience with the concept of the "recamendation dooain" and

provides guidelines for applying this concept to a research program. We

believe it will be useful to anyone interested in on-fann research.

As with other working papers we will appreciate cament and

criticism in order that we might irrprove the paper and the procedures.

We would be especial!y grateful for caments and observations fran those

who have used the concept in orienting their own work.

Donald L. Winkelmann

Director, Econanics Program
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1.0) Introduction

Many national agricultural research programs are rroving toward the

adq;>tion of on-fann research techniques ..!.! This irrplies location

specific research for representative fanrers. An'ong the challenges that

scientists face in this type of research are the identification of

priority therres for investigation, the selection of representative sites

for on-fann exper:i.rrentation, and, rrost i.rrp)rtant, the definition of the

clientele for whan the recamendations are to be developed. The concept

of the "recanrendation danain" is a powerful tool for resolving these

problems and for organizing an efficient on-fann research program.

The tenn "recanrendation danain" was first introduced in the CDMYT

Econanics manual on the use of partial budgets for econanic analysis of

agronanic data (Perrin, Winkelmann, Moscardi and Anderson, 1976). In

this manual, the recamendation danain was described as follcws:

"It is i.rrp)ssible to conduct experiments on each fann to make
recamendations tailored to each fann. Instead, you nust define a
target group of fanners, conduct experiments under conditions
representative of their fanns, and make recamendations which are
awlicable to the entire group. We shall call such a group of
fanners a recamendation danain • Generally, a reccmrendation danain
will consist of fanners within an agroclimatic zone whose farms are
similar and who use similar practices••• " (p.1).

Further discussion of the recarme..'1Cation danain concept was

presented in the second ClMMYT Econanics manual, on assessing fanners'

circumstances (Byerlee, Collinson, et aI, 1980). In this manual, the

reccmrendation danain was defined as "a group of roughly harogeneou.s

famers with similar circumstances for whan we can make rrore or less the

sane recanrendation" (p.71).

The aim of this paper is to discuss in rrore detail the concepts and

procedures associated with fonning recanrendation danains. First, the

n.eed for danains will be discussed, with E!rtphasis on their q;>erational

11 The tenn "on-fann research" will be taken to rrean "research with a
fanning systems perspective, using on-fann research techniques".
For a discussion of concepts and vocabulary associated with on-fann
research, see Byerlee, Harrington and Winkelmann (1982).



role in OFR. Then the recanrendation danain concept itself will be

examined and techniques for fonning danains will be presented, follCMed

by a discussion of issues and canplications involved in the practical use

of danains in on-farm research.

2.0} Recarrrendation Domains in the CIMMYT On-Fann Research Strategy

Over the past several years, Cnt1YT agronanists and econanists have

developed a set of procedures for multidisciplinary, on-fann research

with a fanning systems perspective.Y These procedures are designed to

be used by biological scientists, social scientists and farmers, in order

to derive appropriate reccmrendations. They include the follCMing series

of steps: the diagnosis of farmers I circumstances, the design and

managerrent of on-fann experiments, the analysis of experimental results,

and the presentation of reccmrendations to farmers. The concept of the

recx::moondation danain is vital to every one of these steps of on-fann

research.

2.1} Diagnosis

The early stages of on-farm research are concerned with diagnosing

fa.rrrers I practices and problems and identifying opportunities for on-farm

experirrentation. The diagnosis begins with a review of secondary data

and talks with local officials, extension agents, etc. Then researchers

carry out an infonnal exploratory survey of fanrers. This may be

follCMed by a fonnal survey with a short questionnaire. During this

diagnosis researchers must propose at least tentative reccmrendation

danains. The delineation of the danains helps address the follCMing

questions: What are the principal research opportunities in this area?

What are the target crops that deserve first attention? Are target crops

and opportunities the same throughout the area, or are there significant

differences? And rrost irrportantly, on what thenes should research

concentrate in order to derive useful recanrendations for fa.rrrers in the

shortest tirre possible?

2/ see Byerlee, Collinson et al. (1980); Palmar, Violic and Kocher
(1982); Perrin et al. (1976):-and Violic, Kocher and Palmar (l981).
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2 .2) Design of experirrents

Once an experirrental program has been defined there are a mmber of

issues with regard to actually setting up on-farm exper:iments that rrust

be addressed through reference to reccmrendation danains.

What is a representative site and a representative fa.nrer cooperator

for an on-farm trial? No famer or site is ever aJl'l'{)letely

representative but many mistakes in selecting cooperators may be avoided

by careful attention to the current characteristics and practices of

fa.nrers. Clearly, a site should be representative of the conditions of

the recamwendation danain that is being studied.

At what levels should non-experirrental variables (fixed factors) be

set? In any experirrent, experirrental variables are distinct fran fixed

factors; the fomer vary over treatrrents within an experinent but the

latter do not. Nonetheless the (tmvarying) level of each fixed factor

mlst be chosen. CJM.1YT OPR procedures (e. g • Palmer, Violic and Kocher,

1982, p. 12; Moscardi et al, 1982) advocate setting fixed factors at

"representative" levels, so that on-farm experirrents may measure the

yields and profits that famers can expect when they superi.np::>se one or

rrore of the treatrrents on top of their own current practice. Once again,

"representativeness" can be defined with reference to a given

recamendation danain: Fixed factors should be set at levels

representative of those for the danain being studied.ll

2.3) Analysis

Researchers rrust analyze the experimental data in order to forrrulate

fa.nrer reccmrendations. Three kinds of analysis are usualy needed: (1)

agronanic analysis (hCM may observed responses be explained in tenns of

biological and physical processes?) (2) statistical analysis (are

observed responses real or due to randan chance?) (3) econanic analysis

37 This does not mean that fixed factors are necessarily unifonn for
experirrents in one danain. Famer practice will vary sarewhat
within a danain, and the experirrents may want to semple this
variation. For rrore discussion of issues related to site selection
and the level of non-experirrental variables, see Kirkby, et ale
(1981) and Tripp (1982).
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(which alternative technologies will be preferred by famers?)}'/

In doing these kind of analyses pooling the data is generally

recamended. Data fran trials within the sane danain should be pooled

but data fran different danains should be analyzed seParately.

2.4) Recanrendations

The ultimate PurPOse of on-farm research is of course to derive

recarrrendations for famers. If the concept of the recamendation danain

has been followed faithfully, then by the tiIre recc:mrendations are ready

for famers, extension agents know exactly who their targets are. Using

recamendation danains helps avoid two equally unpalatable alternatives:

(1) offering a different recamendation for each famer (tCX) expensive)

(2) offering a single recamendation for the whole famer population,

despite differences anong famers (inappropriate for many famers).

Instead, recamendations are derived and offered with well-defined groups

of famer clientele in mind.

2.5) The policy context

At any point in the

recamendation danains allows

on-farm research process the use of

researchers to be able to spell out for

which groups of famers they are working, approximately how many famers

are in each group, what are their principal practices and prcblems, and

what tyPes of recamendations are likely to be produced. This is a great

help in developing good relations between researchers on the one hand,

and institutional or national policy rrakers on the other. Not only does

this kind of infonnation help researchers in the allocation of their own

research resources but it also gives them useful infonnation to offer to

those who set research policy.

47 We have errphasized that famers will prefer technologies that are
carpatible with their circumstances. An understanding of these
circumstances, both socio-econanic and biological, should be
accarplished in the diagnostic, planning, and early experiIrental
phases of on-farm research. Econanic analysis will then be carried
out on technologies otherwise acceptable to famers. For a review
of partial budgeting techniques for econanic analysis of agronanic
data, see Perrin et al. (1976) and Harrington (1982).
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3.0) Definitions

Recarrrendation danain has already been defined as a group of famers

whose circumstances are similar enough so that they are all eligible for

the sane recarmendation. It should be emphasized that the danain is a

group of famers, not a geographical area or land tyPe. Danains are

canposed of famers because famers, not land tyPes, take decisions on

neil elerrents of technology. Defining danains in tenns of groups of

famers underlines the possible importance of socioeconanic criteria in

domain identification. It also allows the possibility of domain

distinctions that are not anenable to mapping (neighboring famers can

belong to different domains or, as well, a given famer can belong to

rrore than one domain) •

It usually happens that there are a number of research opportunities

for a particular camodity, or even for several camodities, that a group

of famers have in camon. These opportunities should of course be

considered together, taking account of their interactions and relative

importance as plans for a research program evolve. It is natural to

think of the group of famers that share these opportunities as a single

recamendation domain. But because two groups of famers may share sore

opportunities, but not others, it is well to rarernber that a

recanrenda.tion domain is really specific to a Particular enterprise and a

particular research problem. That is, our interest is in defining the

group of famers for whan a SPeCific recarrnendation is applicable.

Research area in this paper will si.rrply mean the area in which

investigation is to take place. This is usually defined by the research

institution and may have administrative or agroclimatic boundaries.

Although the concept of reccmrendation danain is often quite helpful in

refining these boundaries, we will assurre here that the research area is

given. Our job is to take the mandated research area and decide how it

should be divided into recarm:mdation domains.

Fanrers' circumstances are used in order to identify recame..Tldation

danains. They are defined as "all those factors which affect fanrers'

decisions with respect to use of a crop technology. They include natural
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factors such as rainfall and soils, and socioeconanic factors such as

markets, the farrrers' goals and resource constraints" (Byerlee,

Collinson, et al. (1980): 70). Figure 1 shCMs hCM circumstances may

affect farmers' practices and their abilities to adopt new

recarrcendations.

Figure 1 Farrrers Circumstances

Source: Byerlee, Collinson, et ale (1980).

SOCIO ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

NATIONAL
POLICY

SoilsITopogrephv
Soil Type
Stope

Institutions
Land Tenure
Credit
Extension

Biological
Pests
Diseases

Markets
Product
Input

--
Climate

Rainfall
frosts

Farmers' Goals-
Income, food preferences,
risk
Resource Constraints
land, tabor, capital

NATURAL CIRCUMSTANCES

--Circumstances which are often major SOlJ!ces of uncertainty for decision-making.
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A reccmrendation is a description of a new element or elements in a

production technology (an improved variety, a new chemical, a different

practice, a change in the timing of an operation, etc.) which researchers

believe famers will find useful. In the case of the on-farm research

paradigm described here it is derived fran an understanding of famers'

prcblems and a thorough testing under fa.rrt'ers' conditions.

Recarrrendations are saretines made in groups or "packages", as when a new

variety is recarm:mded along with a certain planting density, insect

control and fertilizer level. This is particularly important when there

are strong interactions anong several elements. The errphasis, however,

should always be on reccmrendations that fa.I:Yrers can adopt in a step-wise

fashion. There is now considerable evidence that fa.rrt'ers are rrore likely

to adopt simple recanrendations and make changes gradually, rather than

make abrupt, large-scale changes in their practices (e.g • Byerlee and

Hesse de Polanco (1982)). Thus on-farm research identifies and tests

technologies with a limited number of new elements under famers'

conditions, to find out which reccmrendations can be accamodated by

famers.

4.0) Guidelines for Danain Fonnation

The process of danain fonnation is usually a gradual one, as

researchers gain rrore experience in their area. Aithough there is no

unique fonmla for determining domains there are a set of guidelines that

can be used. These are discussed in the following sections.

4.1) Principles of recarm:mdation danain fonnation

Recatnendation danains are forrred based on the researcher's

understanding of fa.rrt'ers I circumstances and practices. SOrnetirres the

identification of dcmains can be achieved in the early stages of

diagnosis, after examination of secondary data and conversations with

extension agents, for instance. At other tines they are not really well

defined until after a fonnal survey, and it is not unusual that the final

delineation of recamen.dation danains IWst await the results of a year or

rrore of experirrentation. But fran the very beginning of the process

researchers should at least begin forming impressions about possible

danains. These impressions are tested and refined as the on-farm
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research progresses, until a final definition of the danains in the

research area is established.

The concept of famers' circumstances is used both for identifying

opp:>rtunities for investigation and for fonning reccmrendation danains.

An understanding of famers' circumstances allCMs the researcher to

explain current famer practices, identify key problems and propose

inprovements that can be tested on famers' fields. It also provides the

researcher with an idea of whether or not a Particular inprovement is

appropriate for all famers in the research area or only for sene.

There is a sense in which the fonnation of reccmrendation danains is

related to the statistical concept of stratification. The statistician

stratifies a sarrple in order to eliminate certain types of variability

and better concentrate on the Particular factors under study. In fonning

recarmendation danains we are grouping fanners who have roughly

harogeneous circumstances and whose needs for technology are thought to

be similar. Through that grouping we are able to develop technology nore

appropriate to those SPecific groups, at a considerable saving in

research costs.

Recamendation danain fonna.tion can be thought of as a process of

considering all the various circumstances that might affect farmar

practices and deciding, for each one, if it is the basis of significant

differences in practices and p:>ssibilities within the research area. One

way of making this operational is to think of a checklist, such as that

in Table 1, which lists major categories of circumstances that may be

used to define recamendation danains. The list is by no rreans ccrrplete,

and researchers working in different areas will surely add other factors

to this list. It will also be appreciated that many of these factors are

interrelated: altitude affects terrperature and frost incidence, for

instance, and rainfall affects weed population.

several exanples may make clear hCM the variables on this checklist

can be used. to define recarmmdation danains. Consider the case of soil

differences, which are often inportant in detennining farner practices.
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In one research area in southern Veracruz, Mexico, there were two basic

soil types. F~s in the river flood plain had alluvial soils and grew

wet season vegetables and dry season maize. Neighboring famers had

sandy, acid soils and grew pineapple and maize, in the wet season only.

The difference in soils is responsible for very different maize practices

and prcblems with respect to such factors as rroisture stress, disease and

insect incidence, and fertility requirerrents. Re<::x:mrendations about

maize appropriate for one group would not likely be appropriate for the

other. Thus we have two separate reccmrendatiol1 danains for maize, in

this case determined by soil type.

Table 1 Variables Often Considered in Fonning Reccmrendation Danains.

Natural Circumstances

Climate

~rature

Frost incidence

Rainfall pattern/quantity

Risk of drought

Risk of flooding

Altitude

Soils

Texture

Drainage

Slope

Depth

Nutrient supply capacity

pH

salinity

BiOlogy

Disease incidence

Pest incidence

Weed corrplex

9

SOCioeconanic Circumstances

Fann size

land tenure

Access to markets and inputs

Access to family labor

Access to other labor

Access to credit

Access to cash

Access to markets for

selling crops

Power source

Access to irrigation

Off-fann labor opportunities

Food preferences and diet

Carmmity custans and

obligations



There are often differences in soils within a research area. Does

this nean they will always correSfX>nd to different recarm:mda.tion

danains? No, not at all. In another part of Mexico, in a highland

barley area, soil type varied fran clay loam to sandy loam, and

researchers hypothesized that these might cause different danains. But a

closer study of the area revealed no significant differences in famers'

practices or problems by soil type, and researchers realized that they

were either dealing with a single danain, or that another circumstance on

their checklist besides soil type might be used for distinguishing

different danains.

Another natural circumstance that may lead to significant

differences in practices and research opportunities is altitude. In part

of the Callejon de Huaylas in Peru, maize researchers identified two

recamendation danains, based on altitude. In the lCMerdanain, fran

2,600 to 3,000 rreters, famers could plant two crops a year and had

serious problems with leaf fungus diseases. In the higher danain, above

3,000 neters, only one crop a year was possible and one of the principal

problems that famers faced was frost damage to their maize. Altitude

here served to distinguish two danains, with different maize practices,

problems, and opportunities for research. Again, altitude will not always

serve to distinguish recamendation danains. If variation in altitude is

not associated with significant differences in famer practices or

biol~ical response then it can be crossed off the checklist.

The sane holds true for other natural circumstances. In their study

of famers' practices and problems researchers will want to ask whether

such things as rainfall pattern, slope, or pest incidence can be used to

define different recamendation danains. Irrq:lortant factors are of course

not lilnited to natural circumstances, and Table 1 presents a number of

socioeconanic circumstances that may also be useful in identifying

danains. An exarrple or two may be helpful.

It is often the case that famers who share the sane natural

circumstances nevertheless have different access to resources which

affects their practices and their ability to adopt irmovations. In one
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area in Zi.n'babwe naize famers prepared their plots with ox plCMs before

planting. As only about half of the fanners CMIled oxen the rest had to

rent them. The renters were delayed in their planting, which affected

their prcrluction through drought risk, disease, and other factors

specific to late planted naize. There are a series of research

opportunities for animal renters which are not applicable to owners, and

thus it is worth considering two recamendation danains, distinguished by

ani..m3.1 ownership.

Another case will provide a counter-exanple. In a research area on

the north coast of Honduras m:>st famers controlled weeds in the maize

crop with herbicides, but only one-third of the famers owned backpack

sprayers. Researchers believed there might be a difference in weed

control practices between sprayer renters and owners. But a survey

shCMed no differences in weed control practices or timing between the two

groups and revealed that the rental rrarket for backpack sprayers was

quite adequate. Thus access to a sprayer did not affect famer practices

and did not serve to distinguish recamendation domains.

Famers can also often be distinguished by access to land.

Differences in fann size nay not only directly affect the tyPe of

practice that a famer follCMs, but nay also be correlated with many

other differences, such as access to equiprent, credit, or rrarketing

facilities. At times these distinctions are quite clear and are

responsible for the fonnation of different recamendation danains. In

parts of the highlands of Ecuador small and large wheat famers occupied

the sane natural environrrent, but their socioeconanic circumstances were

quite different. The fonter relied on ani..m3.1 traction and had no access

to credit, while the latter used tractors and credit facilities (which

ICMered their costs for obtaining fertilizer. ) This led to quite

different practices (e.g. different -rotations and fertilizer treat:m:mts)

and these in turn indicated different research opportunities. The result

was two reccmrendation danains in a biologically hatngeneous area - one

of small wheat famers (under 5 00) and the other of large wheat famers.

It is of course not always the case that fann size is a detennining
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factor for danain fonnation. Researchers want to ask if two f~rs in a

given region with different sized fanns use essentially the sane

technology for a particular enterprise and if they have access to the

sane type of resources and markets. Do they use the sane variety, the

sane seeding techniques, the same seeding dates, the sane fertilizers,

etc.? If there are differences, then there may be two danains. If there

are no significant differences, then fann size will not be used in

defining danains. In this case researchers will go on and ask the sane

questions about other natural and socioeconanic circumstances on their

checklist (Table 1). If fann size is not i:rrp:>rtant, does altitude or

soil type or land tenure serve to distinguish f~rs' practices and

problems? If not one or rrore of these factors, what else on the

checklist might define different danains? As researchers gain rrore

experience in danain fonnation they will probably rely less on a formal

checklist.~/ But the process is always the same, considering how a

series of circumstances affect how a famer undertakes a particular

enterprise.

In the examples considered so far a single factor (e.g. altitude or

fann size) has been used to divide a research area into reccmnendation

danains. But it is not always the case that only one factor influences

famer practices and research opportunities. Researchers nust exhaust

the possihilities on their checklist in the search for relevant

circumstances for defining danains. An exarrple of maize research in Peru

was discussed earlier, in which researchers identified two danains, based

on altitude. In fact, the actual situation was rrore carplicated, as

there were other i:rrp:>rtant differences in famers' circumstances in the

research area. In the lower zone there were two principal fann types 

small fanns averaging less than 2 hectares and large fanns averaging 40

has. These two fann types had quite different patterns of rotation,

input use, varietal requirements and maize sales. In the higher zone

there were not such marked differences in fann size, but sene famers had

57 Researchers will have their own preferences on how to think: about
these factors during diagnosis. Collinson (1979), for instance,
suggests first considering agroecological factors and then rrovi.l'lg to
"hierarchical" divisions due to socioeconanic differences.
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access to irrigation while others did not (all fa.rrrers in the lONer zone

had irrigation). This was responsible for significant differences in

rotations and input use. Thus there were actually four different

recarm:md.ation danains in the research area, based on altitude, farm size

and access to irrigation.

In order to form reccmrendation danains researchers must study the

circt.nnStances and practices of famers in their area. Using a checklist

of circumstances they can consider in turn various possibilities for

defining recanrendation danains. It may be that the area is harogeneous

enough to constitute a single reccmrendation danain. If not, there are

usually one or at rrost a few key circumstances that can be used to define

danains. This is not to say that the differences between the danains are

necessarily sinple, but only that there should be a relatively

straightforward way of identifying and describing them.

In the case of the two danains fomed by differences in altitude,

researchers are not so much interested in altitude~ se but rather in

the way altitude is responsible for determining two quite different,

carplex patterns of disease and pest incidence, cropping cycle and

varietal preferences. It is these factors that determine the practices

that fanrers follON and the innovations that they are likely to adopt.

It is these factors that dictate two seParate sets of on-farm exPeri.mmts

for researchers. Delimiting the two danains in terms of altitude is

simply a convenient way of identifying the danains and helping

researchers to plan their work. It may be that the distinction between

altitude zones is even correlated with other factors such as human

population density, with lONer densities at the higher elevations. This

would lead to differences in rotation patterns and soil fertility between

the two domains, even though there is no ~ priori relationship between

altitude and rotation. Again, the denanination of the high elevation and

the low elevation danains is a convenient way of describing a whole

series of different circumstances arrong two groups of famers.

It is often asked if this process of danain formation is adequate

for covering all famers in a research area. Will there not be a few
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fanners in the high elevation danain, for instance, whose practices are

different fran the rest? Or might there not be scme fanners whose

circumstances are in between the two altitude zones? There may well be,

but are there enough such fanners to make it worthwhile to fonn separate

reccrcrrendation danains? Recall that danains are fomed so that

researchers can effectively deal with the majority of fanners in a

Particular area. The selection of good criteria for danain fonnation

will result in a ff?ll large danains, each roughly harogeneous with respect

to major research opportunities and current production practices, with

distinct differences between danains. There may be sane fanners who are

not covered by the definitions, but forming special danains for them

might not be a wise use of research resources.

4.2) Policy variables in reeattrendation danain fonnation

The question of which fanners should be addressed by an experi.Irental

program is not only related to research efficiency, but also to policy.

If several danains have been identified it is often necessary to decide

which ones will receive attention. Very often national policy will

contribute to making these decisions, as priority may be given to certain

tyPes of fanners (small fanners, camercially-oriented fanners, etc.) or

to certain tyPes of crops (basic grains, cash crops, etc.). As research

policy is usually concerned with obtaining high benefits fran a given

research invest:Irent, this also often implies concentration on danains

that contain the largest mnnbers of fanners and present the nost

promising opportunities for improving productivity•

The relationship between policy and on-fann research is not one-way,

however. There are substantial opportunities for feedback fran on-fann

research to policy makers. In the case of recarmendation danains there

is the opportunity for providing policy makers a much clearer idea of the

nature of the farming popUlation. Very often policy mandates are stated

in tenns of "target groups" whose definition (e.g. "the small fanners of

region X") masks considerable variation in circumstances and potential.

Dividing the research area into reeattrendation danains can contribute to

Illlch nore precise targeting.
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4.3) Acquiring data for danain fornation

There is an apparent paradox in the definition of a recarrcendation

danain. If it is defined as a group of fanrers whose circumstances are

similar enough to make them elegible for the sane recarmendation, how can

we be sure of the constitution of the danain before the recamendation

has been made? The answer is that we often cannot be corrpletely certain,

but as the process of on-fann research passes fran diagnosis through

experimentation to recartrendations researchers becare nore and rrore

confident of the boundaries of their danains. Fran the beginning of the

research process hypotheses are fonred about possible danains. These

hypotheses are tested during surveys and the conclusions are used in the

design of an on-fann experimental program. At tines it is only after a

year or rrore of experiments that researchers are able to make the final

adjustrrents in their danains.

In order to acquire infonnation useful for danain fonnation adequate

data collection rrethods are required. The initial diagnosis mIst be done

rapidly and efficiently, so that on-fann experiments can be planted as

quickly as possible. Thus elaborate studies which collect great arrounts

of detailed infonnation are not appropriate. The idea is to identify

research opportunities and likely recarrcendation danains and use this

infonnation to begin experiments. Procedures for assessing famers'

circumstances are described in Byerlee, Collinson et al. (1980). These

procedures include a review of secondary data, an exploratory survey and,

often, a short, well-focused fornal survey.

Initial hypotheses on variables for dividing fanrers into danains

may be developed during a review of secondary data for the research area.

Keeping in mind the checklist (Table 1) of circumstances which may affect

danain fonnation, the researchers can examine the secondary data with an

eye tcMards identifying possible key' factors. Soils maps, census reports

or other data may suggest possible sources of variation in famers'

practices. Conversations with local extension staff can also be quite

valuable. With the initiation of the explor~tory survey the evaluation

of these hypotheses may Cartrence. For example, if census data indicated

three major land tenure classes in the research area the exploratory
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sw:vey could be used to ascertain whether these tenure classes had any

i.np:>rtant effect on fanrers' practices or problems. The exploratory

sw:vey is the tiIre when the checklist is rrost fully utilized. By talking

to fanrers and observing their fields researchers have the opportunity to

decide which circumstances on the list are likely detenninants of

differences in fanrers' practices.

During the exploratory survey, developrent of hypotheses on

reccmrendation danains and hypotheses on research opportunities proceed

together. Researchers strive to understand ha.v different circumstances

lead to different practices and problems, and whether or not these

differences are relevant to the research opportunities that have been

identified. For exanple, if the important research opportunities in a

maize area appear to be insect control and disease-resistant varieties,

then soil differences may not define reccmrendation danains. If, in the

sarre area, the principal research opportunities turn out to be

fertilization and rroisture conservation then the difference between maize

farms on sandy soils and those on heavier soils is probably enough to

detennine two seParate recamendation danains.

There need not be any difference in current fanrer practice in order

for a particular research opportunity to divide an area into different

danains. In one area in Honduras both land o.vners and renters had

sjmilar maize practices, using a maize-falla.v rotation which alla.ved

several years between crops of maize on one piece of land. Research

opportunities for weed control and variety were the sarre for both groups.

But in thinking about the possibility of intensifying the system by

introducing a cover crop of velvet beans which would alla.v several years

of continuous maize plantings, the difference between owners (woo had

assured access to their plots over time) and renters (who did not) becane

important, and defined two different danains with reSPect to this

opportunity. The interaction between research opportunities and danain

boundaries is therefore quite :i.nportant.

At the end of the exploratory sw:vey the checklist has been

significantly reduced so that researchers generally have only a few
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PJssible candidates for defining recCJ'llrendation danains . The explorato:ry

survey is often follCMed by a fonnal survey in which randan sanpling and

a short, well-focused questionnaire are employed. Sanples for the survey

should be drawn so that each tentative recrnmendation darain is

represented by at least 25-30 farrrers. During the survey, information

should be collected on the "short list" of variables that are proPJsed

for defining reccmrendation danains as well as on variables that rreasure

key aspects of fa.rrrer practice (i.e., practices related to :irrq;x::>rtant

research opportunities). Cross-tabulation of "short list" variables by

farner practice variables will indicate which criteria Irost strongly and

consistently influence the farrrer practice.

The survey analysis should seek to identify a small number of

danains, each as harogeneous as PJssible, which allCM efficient research

on the highest priority therres. The survey may, for instance, define two

recamendation danains with ve:ry distinct research opportunities, as in

the exanple of danains defined by altitude in Peru. In that case,

research on maize varieties (one of several opportunities) was oriented

by farrrer reSPJnses to a question on principal problans. Those at the

laver altitude indicated a problem with leaf fungus disease, while those

at the higher altitude expressed interest in maize of a shorter cycle

because of frost damage.

In other cases, two danains may share at least sate research

opportunities, but require exPeriIrentation under different conditions.

Danains that are defined by access to irrigation, for instance, may share

chemical weed control in maize as a research opportunity, but different

products, levels and application methods may be indicated for each

danain. The survey is used in this case to define the circumstances that

are representative of irrigated and non-irrigated danains, in order to

choose the levels of non-experiIrental variables for each danain.

Particular care must be taken when proposed criteria for danain

formation are proxies for actual practices and conditions . Analysis of

the survey should lead to major, as opposed to merely statistically

significant, differences between danains. For exanple, in one survey in a
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barley producing area tractor ownership was proposed as a criterion for

distinguishing recattrendation danains . Analysis of the survey shCMed

several differences in land preparation between tractor owners and

renters. In the case of early harrCMing before ploughing, for instance,

54% of the owners, but only 41% of the rent.e:rs, did a pre-plough

harrCMing. The difference was statistically significant (at 5%) and

shCMed, not surprisingly, a tendency for tractor owners to do a rrore

thorough job of preparing their fields than tractor renters. Differences

of this nagnitude were observed for several other land preparation

rrethods. They were not, hCMever, sufficient to define recamendation

danains. Whether or not the farner did an early harrCMing was affected

by carpeting labor danands, previous crops, soil conditions, and several

other factors besides nachinery ownership. Thus rrore effort should be

nade to specify the carplex of cirClmlStances that conditions land

preparation rrethods. The single factor of tractor ownership identified

in the survey, although responsible for statistically significant

differences in practices, is not sufficient to divide the research area

into t\'JO clearly distinguishable danains. In the rreantirre, if research

o~rtunities are identified which interact with land preparation

(seeding rrethods and timing, for instance), then research should be

carried out for the najor categories of land preparation, using land

preparation itself as a defining characteristic of the danains, rather

than tractor ownershtp, which is only a weak proxy.~/

4.4) Using danains as a franework for on-farm research

Once recoomendation danains are identified they are used as the

basis for the on-farm experirrental program. Experirrents are designed for

specific re<XJIlrendation danains; the exact nurrber of a certain experirrent

to be planted in one danain dePends largely on the type of experirrent.

If it is an experirrent of an exploratory nature then it nay be rePeated

only a few tines, while if it is a verification experirrent (the stage

just before deronstration) then it will be very widely distributed within

6/ This exarrple assurres that land preparation itself is not an
o~rtunity for investigation, which of course nay not be the case.
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the reccmra1dation danain.2/

It should be noted that the number of experirrents required for a

given danain does not depend on the size of the domain. It was pointed

out earlier that one can think of danains as statistical strata, and

on-farm experirrentation can be considered an exercise in sanpling. Each

experirrent rreasures the effect of new elements of technology on crop

yields, incare and risk for the respective cooperating farner. The

benefits of a particular elerrent may be estimated for the target farner

population by averaging the results of several trials. When strata are

internally haoogeneous (as reccmrendation danains should be), a SIt'li3.ll

sanple fran each is sufficient to obtain a precise estimate of the

stratum ITEan. This is because the sanple size needed to achieve a

desired level of precision at a certain level of probability does not

depend on the papulation size, but rather on its variability.

The experirrents are of course planted under conditions

representative of the recamendation danain. If the danain is defined as

all farners who have less than 10 hectares, have fields between 2,600 and

3,000 rreters above sea level, and do not have access to irrigation, then

the experiments for this danain must be planted under these

circumstances. Beyond this, the survey will have specified what the

representative farner practices are for the particular danain.

Non-experiIrental variables are usually set at the farner's level, unless

there is the expectation that farners will sc:xm adopt a new practice

which warrants being included as a non-experirrental variable.

Alth::>ugh recan:rendation danains can usually be identified before

planting the first year's experirrents it occasionally happens that the

results of the experirrents themselves are useful in refining darain

definitions. If a darain is a group of farners who face similar

circumstances, follCM similar practices and share similar opportunities,

then one would expect similar results fran experirrents planted with
It

7/
For rrore on the stages of on-farm experirrentation, see Violic,
~ocher and Palmer (1981).
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different Irerrbers of the sane danain. In tenus of analysis of variance,

"site by treatrrent interaction" should not be consistently significant.

When this interaction tenn is significant (at an appropriate level)

researchers should see if this is merely randan variation (e.g. because

of rainfall differences), or if there is a constant factor (e.g. a

previously unidentified difference in soil tyPes) which is responsible.

In the latter case, this may lead to a division of what was fonrerly one

danain into two or nore. SimilarIy , when experi.rra1tal results are

consistently unifonn across two danains, researchers may consider

canbining them into one.

Once danain boundaries are finnly identified, the agronanic,

econanic and statistical analysis of experi.rra1ts proceeds by pooling the

data within each danain. The results are then used to fonn

reccmnendations for the danain.

4.5) Preliminary zoning Y
At ti.nes research programs wish to use a set of tentative danains to

organize OPR in a large area. Senior research planners may feel, for

example, that one danain may occur in nUI'l'erous small defined areas (each

handled by a different OPR field team). To reduce duplication of effort

in on-fann trials, these senior researchers may wish to make a first

"rough cut" at danain fonnation, assigning each OPR field team to work

with one or two of them.

In these cases, "zoning" procedures can be used. Specifically,

fonnation of nUI'l'erous tentative danains in a large area can be initiated

by rreans of a very brief fonnal survey with local extension personnel

that provides data for grouping together famers with similar fanning

systems. As OPR teams are assigned to initiate fieldwork, they can

accept or adjust the tentative danains identified in the zoning process.

81 This section draws heavily on the experience of M. Collinson (1979)
and S. Franzel (1981) in East Africa.
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5.0) Issues and Ccrrplications

As researchers deal with danain fornation in their study areas

several issues and ccrrplications tend to arise. These include questions

of danain size, danain permanence and others. The purpose of this

section is to discuss these questions and show how they may be addressed.

5.1)J:)cnain size

What is the appropriate size of a recarm:mdation danain? There is

no set answer to this question, but obviously the larger the danains the

nore cost-effective will be the research program.

Danain size is influenced by the heterogeneity of the area. In

places where there are many different microclimates and great variations

in the socioeconanic circumstances of famers a relatively large mmber

of danains are likely to be identified. In other places, vast areas may

be subject to similar circumstances and famer practices, and a feN

danains will suffice.

Danain size is also determined by the availability of research

resources. More resources allow the exploration of nore research

opportunities and thus the delineation and managerent of nore and smaller

danains. At times these factors may have contradictory influences on

danain size, as when work is carried out in a very carplex, heterogeneous

target area with very feN resources available for i.nplerenting OFR. In

these cases a decision is often taken to carry out research in only a feN

high-priority danains, selected according to research opportunities,

famer characteristics or national policy.

Danain size is thus bounded on the small side by expected returns to

research expenditures. Domains should not be so small that benefits fran

neN technology for that danain are less than corresponding research costs

(or better, less than the expected returns fran alternative uses of

research resources). J:)cnain size need not be bounded on the large side.

In fact, danains should be as large as possible, with the oondition that

famers in the danain can still be expected to adopt reccmrendations

arising fran work on major research opportunities. Large danains allCM
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the fixed costs of on-fann trials to be spread over a wider mmber of

users.

In practice, danain sizes dem:>nstrate considerable variation. They

have ranged fran a feN thousand fanrers to several tens of thousands, or

nnre. There is clearly no "best" size for a recan:rendation danain.

5.2) The permanence of danains

We have already seen that the definition of danains may be refined

during the process of on-fann research. As workers becare better

a<:x:IUainted with the area, their PerSPeCtive of research opportunities and

agronanic responses will change, leading at ti.rces to redefinition of

danains.

Similarly, we have seen that danain definitions are linked to

research opportunities, and as research therres tend to shift over ti.rce

these shifts often require adjustments in danain boundaries. In one

research area in Ecuador, for exanple, where maize was the principal

crop, farmers with and without canplerrentary irrigation constituted a

single danain for maize research, as no significant differences in

practices could be detected between these two groups of fanrers. But as

research progressed, and especially as an early-maturing maize was

released for famers which allowed neN rotation patterns, the difference

in access to irrigation becarre inportant. Rotation possibilities that

included crops grown in the dry season were much different between these

two groups of famers, and where previously there had been a single

danain two were formed as research advanced.

It must be kept in mind that the sinplified, shorthand definitions

of dana.ins really serve to sumnarize researchers' perceptions of how a

canplex of fanrer practices and circumstances influence the

identification and developnent of research opportunities. As these

op{x)rtunities change and evolve so do danain definitions. Dcmains may be

joined, split or otherwise redefined, and researchers should do so when

research efficiency may be i.rrproved.
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5.3) Correspondence between domains and on-fann experi..Irents

Reccmrendation danains are formed in order to help researchers

define different experi..nental programs. At tines the difference between

danains in a given research area may be extrerre, including different

target crops and carpletely different research opportunities. In this

case the on-fann experirrents planted in the two danains would bear no

relationship to each other. Even when the target crops are the sane,

research opportunities saretirres differ so greatly that the maize

experi..nents (for exarrple) in one dornain are totally different fran those

in another.

Because reeattrendation danains are Partially determined by research

opportunities, it saretirres happens that two danains (with respect to one

opportunity) are included in, and share the experi..nents of, another

larger danain. As an exanple, in one wheat area two danains were based

on soil type. The soil type determined land preParation and crop

rotation possibilities and hence strongly influenced the nature of the

weed population. Thus seParate sets of weed control experirrents were

planted in the two danains. SOil type had no influence on varietal

requirenents however, so the area constituted only one danain with

respect to variety, and the nurrber of variety trials planted (across the

two soil types) was appropriate for a single d.anain. If there were

reasons to suspect an interaction between varietal perfonnance and soil

.type (or the practices detennined by soil type), however, two sets of

variety trials would be indicated.

In certain cases, the experi..nental program may be exactly the sane

between danains. In the exarrple of the two danains distinguished by soil

type it may be that similar fertilizer trials should be planted in both

danains in the initial stages of experi..nentation although the agronanic

responses and final reeattrendations will likely be different. Or in the

case of d.anains distinguished not by soil type but rather by land tenure,

the sane fertilizer trials may give the same agronanic response, but

lONer net benefits to sharecroppers than to CMIlers will mean sarewhat

different fertilizer recan:rendations for the two d.anains. In this latter

case, a single set of experi.rrents may suffice for deriving the two
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different reccmrendations.

6.0) SUI'l1PDIY

As national agricultural research programs rrove toward on-fann

research, the need grCMs for a way to specify the clientele for that

research. The recanrendation danain concept can fill this need.

Conceptually, a danain is a group of farrrers with similar

circumstances who are eligible for the same recanrendation.

Operationally, danains are forrred around famers with similar practices

for a given enterprise and for whan researchers see similar opportunities

for the inproverrent of these practices. Such famers can be grouped

together in terms of biological and/or socioeconanic variables.

Recamendation danains are useful as a frarrework for on-fann

research. As researchers strive to select the feN rrost irrportant

experi.Irental variables and then study them under representative

conditions, danains provide the necessary context for defining

"irrportant" and "representative". Recamendation danains also provide a

criterion for pooling the data obtained fran on-fann trials, thus

resolving the classic problem of extrapolating research results beyond

the farms on which trials are conducted.

Danains are fomed by considering farmers' circumstances. As

researchers begin their work, they are interested in how these

circumstances affect famers' practices and heM they condition research

opportunities. As ideas for research opportunities errerge so do clear

definitions of recamendation danains. Beginning with a carprehensive

list of farrrers' circumstances researchers conduct an informal survey

which helps to eliminate I1'aI1y of these as potential criteria for defining

danains. A reduced number of possibilities may be tested through a

formal survey to see if they are in fact useful for dividing famers into

roughly hcrrogeneous groups who could benefit fran the same

recamen.dation. This information is utilized in the design and planting

of on-fann experi.Irents. It may be that the final danain boundaries are

not decided upon until the experi.Irental results are analyzed. In any
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case, by the ti.ne reccmnendations are ready, they are already targeted to

well-defined groups of farmers.

In providing a frarrework for on-fann research, recamendation

danains are a useful tool. Like all tools, hCMever, they are ItOst

helpful when used with imagination and care.
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